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Level 3     Action Pack 12           Choose the correct answers :  
 

1. She ---------------------- tennis everyday. 

d- don't play   c. isn't play    b- doesn't play       a. aren’t play  
 

 

2. Every twelve months, the Earth ---------------------- around the sun. 

a- circle                               b- circled                        c- circles                         d- has circled 
 

 

3. The train ------------------- tonight at 6.00 pm. 

 a- is going to leave            b- will leave                    c- will be living              d- leaves  
 

 

4. He never ---------------------- his wallet.  

 a- forget                              b- forgot                          c- forgets                        d- has forgotten 
 

 

5. ------------------------- Salem visit Ali everyday ? 

a- Do                                     b- Did                               c- Is                                 d- Does  
 

 

6. We ------------------- always listen to music.  

a- don't                                 b- doesn't                         c- aren’t                          d- haven't  

 

7. I ----------------------- the present continuous now. 

a- study                                 b- studying                      c- am studying                d- have studied 

 

8. She ----------------------- with her friend until her father comes.  

a- stay                                   b- is staying                      c- stayed                         d- will stay 
 

 

9. You are always ---------------------------- your keys.  

a- lose                                    b- lost                                c- loosing                        d- will lose  
 

 

10. I ----------------------- my father tomorrow.  

a- will meet                          b- meet                              c- am meeting                 d- will be meeting  

 

11. They have --------------------- the law.  

a- broke                               b- break                            c- breaking                       d- broken 

 

12. I ------------------------- my driving test , so I can borrow his car next week. 

a- have passed                     b- passed                           c- have beem passing       d- will pass 
 
 

13. She ----------------------- lunch today.  

a- had                                   b- has                                c- has had                         d- will have 
 

14. We ----------------------- Sami this week.  

a- saw                                   b- have seen                      c- had seen                        d- see 

 

15. She ---------------------- for two hours.  
a- has talked                           b- talked                                c- will talk                        d- has been talking 



 

 

16. The police ------------------------ people all week. 
a- interviewed                         b- have been interviewing   c- will interview            d- have interviewed 

 

 

17. I ------------------------ a movie yesterday. 

a- saw                                   b- have seen                       c- see                               d- have been seen 
 

 

18. I always ----------------------- every morning when I was a student. 

a- exercise                            b- exercised                       c- exercising                    d- was exercising 
 

 

19. I --------------------- French when I was a child.  

a- was studying                   b- study                              c- have studied                d- studied 
 
 

20. I --------------------------- TV when she called 

a- was watching                  b- watched                         c- were watching            d- have watched 

 

21. While she ----------------------------- a letter the phone rang. 

a- wrote                          b- has written             c- had written                   d- was writing 

 

22. I ------------------------- TV yesterday in the evening.  

a- was watching             b- watched                  c- were watching              d- have watched 

 

23. By the time Alex ---------------------- his studies, he had been in London for over eight years.  

a- finishing                     b- has finished            c- was finishing               d- finished 

 

24. By 1860, two men --------------------------- climbing two mountains.  

a- will have finished       b- has finished            c- had finished                 d- finished 

 

25. By the time the bus arrived, we ----------------------------- for an hour.  

a- had waited                  b- had been waiting    c- will have waited           d- waited 

 

26. After Ali ------------------------ at home for 10 hours, he went to his uncle's house. 

a- had been being           b- has been                  c- was                              d- had been 

 

27. The year 2019 -------------------------- a very interesting year. 

a- will                              b- has been                  c- had been                      d- will be 

 

28. A: the phone is ringing.      B: I ---------------------- answer it .  

a- will                               b- will be                     c- answer                         d- answered 
 

29. She ------------------- probably come back tomorrow.  

a- is                                  b- will be                     c- has                               d- will 

 

30. I think Brazil ------------------------  the World Cup.  

a- have won                    b- won                         c- is going to win             d- will win 

 

31. He ---------------------------- his vacation in Aqaba. 

a- will spend                   b- is going to spend    c- had spent                     d- spending 

32. The clouds are dark. It -------------------------- any minute.  

a- rains                            b- rained                      c- is going to rain            d- rain 



 

 

 

33. Salma ----------------------------- a new baby.  

a- will                              b- will have                   c- is going to have          d- is going to had 
 

 

34. She said that she ------------------------ to the National gallery the week before.  

a- went                            b- will go                       c- had gone                     d- gone 
 

 

35. He said he ---------------------- a teacher. 

a- is                                  b- had been                  c- will be                          d- was 
 

 

36. Am introductory grammar of Jordanian sign language --------------------------- in 2004. 

a- published                     b- was published         c- had been published   d- publishing 
 

 

37. At the moment , a lot of research into the language ---------------------------. 

a- was done                      b- is being done           c- had been done           d- were done 
 

 

38. The television --------------------------- by John loggie Baird.  

a- invented                       b- was invented           c- is invented                  d- will be invented 
 

 

39. A place where no cars ------------------------- is a car free zone.  

a- are allowed                  b- is allowed                c- allowed                        d- was allowed 
 

 

40. A new vocational school -------------------------- recently in my area.  

a- built                             b- was built                  c- has been built             d- is built 

 

41. Different goods among the countries can be ------------------------ by traders.  

a- transporting             b- transport          c- transported                   d- transports 

 

42. If you boil water, it --------------------------- .  

a- will evaportae          b- evaporate          c- would evaporate           d- evaporates 
 

 

43. If Sami studies hard, he ------------------------- all his exams.  

a- pass                           b- passes                 c- will pass                        d- would pass 
 

 

44. If I ------------------------- you, I would send a text message .  

a- was                            b- were                   c- am                                 d- had 
 

 
45. I had my computer --------------------------.  

a- fix                              b- fixes                    c- fixing                            d- fixed 

 

46. I intend ---------------------- English language.  

a- learn                          b- learns                 c- to learn                        d- learning 

 

47. I want --------------------- a tablet.  

a- to get                          b- getting                c- will get                        d- get 

 



 

 

48. I can't afford ------------------------ a computer at the moment.  

a- to buy                        b- buying                 c- must buy                    d- going to buy 

 

49. If Ali --------------- his own computer, he wouldn't need to use his friend's computer.  

a- has                             b- have                     c- had had                      d- had 

 

50. Many Jordanian poems ------------------------ into English now.  

a- translates                  b- are translating    c- are being translated  d- have been translated 

 

51. Are you planning --------------------- shopping tomorrow ? 

a- to go                           b- going                    c- will go                        d- goes 
 

 

52. I ----------------------------- understand English, but now I do .                                                        

a- used to                       b- am used to           c- didn't use to              d- am not used to 
 

 

53 . My grandparents didn't ------------------------------emails when they were my age.    

a- used to send               b- use to send          c- used to send              d- use to sending 
 

 

54. We always go to the market across the street, so we ------------------- fresh vegetables.   

a- are used to                 b- are use to             c- used to                       d- use to 
 

 

 

55. Will it still ----------------------- this evening ? 

a- rain                             b- raining                 c- have rained               d- be raining 
 

 

56. Don't phone me at seven. I ----------------------- dinner with my family.  

a- will have                     b- will be having      c- am going to have      d- will have had 
 

 

 

57. This time next month, my parents ---------------------- for twenty years. 
a- will marry                     b- will have married   c- are going to marry      d- marry 

 

 

58. You can borrow this book tomorrow. I ------------------------ it by then .   
a- will have finished         b- will be finishing       c- will finish                     d- am going to finish 

 
 

 

59. Perhaps Issa's phone is broken.   Issa's phone might -------------------------.           

a- broke                          b- be broke                c- break                        d- be broken 
 

 

 

60. ----------------- the "Internet of Things" will make our life easier, it will make many problems to privacy. 
a- Therefore                     b- However                       c- Although                     d- In addition 

 
 

61. On the one hand, life would be easier. ---------------------------, we will have less privacy and security. 
a- Therefore                     b- However                       c- Although                     d- On the other hand 

 

 

62. Lights will go on and off automatically. ----------------------------------, we will save energy. 
a- Therefore                     b- However                       c- Although                     d- On the other hand 

 

63. Many instruments that are still today in --------------------------- were designed by Arab scholars. 

a- operational               b- operate                    c- operations                 d- operationally 
 



 

 

64 . When do you --------------------------- to receive your test results? 

a- expect                        b- expectedly               c- expectancy                d- expects 
 

65. - -----------------------------------, a man proposes to a woman, not the other way round. 

a- Ttraditional              b- Traditions               c- Ttraditionally           d- Tradition 

 

66. Petra is an important ------------------------------ site.  

a- educational               b- archaeological         c- operational               d- influential 

 

67. The synonym of the word "apparatus" is --------------------------.  

a- appendage                b- artificial                   c- equipment                 d- paediatric 

 

68. The colour idiom " see red" means -----------------------------.  

a- become sad               b- permission               c- unexpectedly            d- become angry 

 

69. The colour idiom " out of the blue" means -----------------------------. 

a- become sad               b- permission               c- unexpectedly             d- become angry 

 

70. 69. The colour idiom " a white elephant" means -----------------------------. 

a- sadness                      b- permission               c- unexpectedly             d- a useless possession 
 

 

71. I told you about the man ----------------------- lives next door. 

a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 
 

 

72. Do you see the tiger ----------------------- is lying on the roof ? 

a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 
 

 

73. The city --------------------- we met Ali is very beautiful.  

a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 
 

 

74. I live in the city --------------------- is surrounded by many mountains .  

a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 
 

 

75. I know the minister --------------------- brother is my friend .  

a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 
 

76. The opposite of the word "natural" is ----------------------------------- 
a- apparatus                     b- appendage                    c- artificial                     d- paediatric 

 

 

77. The synonym for the word " appendage" is ------------------------ 
a- apparatus                     b- limb                               c- artificial                     d- paediatric 

 

78. The suffix "proof" means : -------------------------------- 
a- provide protection with       b- provide protection on           c- provide protection in       d- provide protection against 

 

 

79. The opposite of the phrase "bounse back" is -----------------------------.  
a- take back                      b- down back                     c- set back                     d- sit back 

 

80. Have you heard the good news ? We've got the ------------------------to go ahead with our project ! 



 

 

a- white elephant          b- red-handed               c- green light                d- out of the blue 
 

 
81. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught ------------------------ . 

a- white elephant          b- red-handed               c- green light                d- out of the blue 
 

 

82. I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely ----------------------------. 

a- white elephant          b- red-handed               c- green light                d- out of the blue 

 
83. Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is a ---------------------------. 

a- white elephant          b- red-handed               c- green light                d- out of the blue 

 

84. The correct collocation is  " catch --------------------------."  

a- an idea                       b- an interest                c- time                           d- a course 
 

 

85. The correct collocation is  " get --------------------------."  

a- an idea                       b- an interest                c- time                           d- a course 
 
86. The correct collocation is  " take --------------------------."  

a- an idea                       b- an interest                c- time                           d- a course 

 

87. The correct collocation is  " spend --------------------------."  

a- an idea                       b- an interest                c- time                           d- a course 
 

 

88. The correct collocation is  " attend --------------------------."  

a- an idea                       b- an interest                c- time                           d- a course 
 

 

89. To give your ideas to another person or a group " is to -------------------------------.  

a- compare ideas           b- create ideas              c- research ideas          d- share ideas 
 

 

90. To construct a website that doesn't exist  " is to -------------------------------.  
a- compare a website       b- create a website           c- research a website      d- share a website 

 

                                                                        .           to our destination smoothly will take usNew means of transportation . 91      

              The underlined words in the sentence above represent one of the following rhetorical devices ……………. 

     a. simile                  b. onomatopoeia                  c. metaphor                         d. personification       

 

92. Last night, many students ------------------- in the English club .                                                          2018  
     ( was elected  -  were elected  -  are elected )              

 

 

93. I am afraid that my laptop ------------------- by somebody else yesterday.                                                2019 

    ( was used      -  are used         -  will use      )                                                                                                       
 

 

94. Three of my articles ---------- last month in the local newspaper.                                                                       2019  
    ( have published – have been published – will be published – were published  )   

 

 

95. Many galloons of fresh milk -------------- everyday.                                                                              2019 

    ( are drunk -  is drinking   -  drank – are drinking  ) 

 



 

 

96.When I was young, I ----------- on foot to my school .                                                                                                    2018 
    

     ( are used to going    –     used to go      –     use to go       –     am used to going )    
 

 

97. My friend has lived in Egypt for a year. She says she ---------------------- living there now.                2019 
     

    ( is used to                  -     used to           -      didn’t use to  -    am not used to )                                                              
                                          

 

98. Rashid ------------------- swimming every morning , but now he doesn't.                                                              2019 

    ( are used to going    –     used to go       –     use to go       –    am used to going )  
 

 

99. Ali ----------------------- the duck in the park with his father when he was young.                                   2019 

     ( is used to feeding    -      used to feed    -     am used to feeding     -  are used to feeding  )                                        

 

100. The children ----------------------- in the yard for two hours.                                                                  2018 
     

     (has been playing   - is playing  -  had been playing )        
 

 

101. My uncle ------------- working at the company for five years when he got a promotion.                     2019      

     ( is – have been – had been – will be )  

 

102. ------------------- are controls available on social networking sites which let you decide who can see what information.     2021 
     a. Privacy settings                  b. Identity fraud                c. Email exchange                        d. Security settings 

 

 

103. In 1965, the average Jordanian’s -------------------- was age 50.                                                                                            2021 
     a. healthcare                           b. infant mortality            c. work force                                d. life expectancy 

 

 

104. My grandfather has to take a lot of medicine – he takes six different ------------------- everyday.                                        2021 
     a. arthritis                               b. pills                                 c. allergies                                    d. prosthetic 

 

 

105. We are carbon ------------------- if we replace as much carbon as we burn.                                                                           2021 
     a. waste                                    b. footprint                        c. power                                        d. neutral 

 

 

106. Some universities offer ---------------------courses that suit different individual needs.                                                        2021  
     a. tailor-made                          b. prospects                       c. increasingly                              d. fluently 

 

 

107. ------------------- means a program whether a certain content on a web page should be displayed to the viewer.               2021 
     a. Filter                                    b. Whiteboard                   c. Calculation                               d. Blog 

 

 

108. My grandfather was very ill in the hospital. He suffered from a variety of --------------------------.                                     2021 
commitmentsd.                          options              c.                ailments          b.                     limbs                a.       

 

 

109. He wasn’t accepted in the company because he wasn’t ------------------- enough for the job.                                             2021 
qualifiedd.       distant                                 c.    dehydrated                  b.                     global               a.       

 

110. When experts talk about economic ---------------------, they mean the standards of living .                                                 2021 
     a. footprint                              b. polymath                       c. growth                                       d. windmills 

 

 

111. You can increase your employment ------------------ by graduating with an international degree .                                     2021 
     a. fertilisers                            b. prospects                        c. memories                                  d. minerals 

 

 

112. ------------------ means someone who has finished their first degree and is continuing to study either a Master’s or PhD.  2021 
     a. Postgraduate                      b. Undergraduate              c. Simulator                                  d. Tutorial 

 

 

113. Many countries have a central government, but they also have  ----------------- around the country.                                   2021 
interpreterd.    negotiated                              c.    mised              comprob.      regional                          a.       

 
114. --------------------- are extremely large investment projects.                                                                                                  2021 
     a. Magaprojects                  b. Megaprojects                c. Migaprojects                        d. Megeprojects 



 

 

115. The study of the chemical structure of the stars and the forces that --------------- them is -------------------.                         2021 
     a. infleunce / Astrephysics            b. influence / Astrophysics            c. influance / Astraphysics             d. influnce / Astruphysics 

 
116. ----------------- and the global market has always interested me.                                                                                           2021 
     a. Economecs                  b. Economics               c. Ecunomics                        d. Econumics 

 
117. However , language ------------- is becoming increasingly important for anyone who starts to travel or work abroad.       2021 
     a. Profecency                  b. Proficeincy              c. Proficiancy                       d. Proficiency 

 
118. If users share information on ------------------- media with their friends , it might be accessed with other people.             2021 
     a. social                           b. sociel                         c. sociail                               d. soceil 

 
119. Before doctors prescribe drugs to patients , they look at the main --------------------- of ailments.                                      2021 
     a. simptoms                    b. semptoms                 c. samptoms                         d. symptoms 

 

120.  According to Kate’s schedule, she ----------- her business partner next Tuesday.   

   ( would be met – will be met – was going to meet – is going to meet )                                                                                  2019 

 
121. My family ---------- a trip to Europe every year .  ( plans – was being planned – would plan – is planned)                                  2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

122. Ibrahim -------------- his new dental clinic --------------- last week .                                                                   2021 

    a. has / furnished            b. had / furnished          c. is / furnished                       d. was / furnished 

 

123. Rasha ------------------ her friend’s dictionary if she had her own dictionary.                                                     2021 

    a. borrowed            b. will borrow          c. wouldn’t borrow                       d. will not borrow 

 

124. The kids ---------------- football in the park before it started to rain.                                                                   2021 

    a. have played            b. are playing          c. play                       d. had played 

 

125. Where did Maha ------------------------- to school ?                                                                                              2021 

    a. used to go            b. use going          c. use to go                       d. use to going                        

 

126. My sister  was very busy yesterday as she -------------------------- for a special occasion.                                  2021 
 

    a. had been preparing           b. prepares          c. has been prepared                       d. is preparing 

 
 

127. This time tomorrow, we -------------------- because we will have finished our exams.                                       2021 

    a. would have celebrated        b. will be celebrating          c. will have celebrated            d. had been celebrating 

 

128. I ---------------------- my car. That’s why my hands are dirty.                                                                             2021 

    a. have been cleaned            b. have been cleaning          c. am cleaned                       d. had been cleaned 

 
129. I had difficulty in driving cars in the past, but now I can drive well.                                                                 2021 

    a. I am used to driving cars well now.           b. I used to drive cars well in the past. 

    c. I am used to drive cars well now.              d. I used to driving cars well in the past. 

 

 

130. This time next year, Ahmad --------------------- his final presentation in the university before graduation.        2021 

    a. discuss            b. has discussed          c. will be discussing                       d. is discussed 

 

 

131. Some medicine --------------- for my grandfather to treat migraine monthly.                                                     2021 

    a. prescribes            b. will prescribe          c. are prescribed                       d. is prescribed 

 

 

132. The person --------------------- my brother bought a new mobile from was his friend.                                       2021 

    a. where            b. when         c. whose                      d. who 

 

 

133. Ibrahim -------------- his new dental clinic --------------- last week .                                                                    2021 

    a. has / furnished            b. had / furnished          c. is / furnished                       d. was / furnished 

 



 

 

134. My parents have saved enough money to buy a new car.                                                                       2021 
    A- Enough money has been saved to buy a new car.  

    B- Enough money hasn’t been saved to buy a new car. 

    C- Enough money had been saved to buy a new car. 

    D- Enough money hadn’t been saved to buy a new car.   
 

135. I visit my grandparents this morning.                                                                                                   2021 
    A- Huda said that she visited my grandparents this morning. 

    B- Huda said that she had visited her grandparents this morning. 

    C- Huda said that she visited my grandparents that morning.  

    D- Huda said that she visited her grandparents that morning. 
 

136. It is normal for most of Jordanian people to cook Mansaf in the wedding party.                                  2021 
      Most of Jordanian people ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    A- used to cooking Mansaf in the wedding party.  

    B- are used to cooking Mansaf in the wedding party. 

    C- are used to cook Mansaf in the wedding party. 

    D- are use to cooking Mansaf in the wedding party.   
 

2021                                                                   . in the world musical theoryAli ibn Nafi’ revolutionized the . 137 
      The sentence which emphasizes the underlined words is ------------------------------ 

    A- The thing that Ali ibn Nafi’ revolutionized in the word was the musical theory.  

    B- The person who Ali ibn Nafi’ revolutionized in the word is Ali ibn Nafi’. 

    C- It was Ali ibn Nafi’ who revolutionized the musical theory in the word.  

    D- The thing which revolutionized Ali ibn Nafi’ was the musical theory in the word.  
 

138. “ We are visiting the museum today.”                                                                                                      2021 
      The correct reported speech of the sentence above is : 

    A- Marwan said that they are visiting the museum that day.  

    B- Marwan said that we were visiting the museum this day. 

    C- Marwan said that they were visiting the museum that day. 

    D- Marwan said that we are visiting the museum today. 
 

139. “ I’d already been living in London for five years.”                                                                                   2021 
      The correct reported speech of the sentence above is : 

    A- My friend said that he has already been living in London for five years. 

    B- My friend said that he had already been living in London for five years.  

    C- My friend said that he had already lived in London for five years.  

    D- My friend said that he had already been lived in London for five years.                                                            
 

140. --------------------- is to construct a website that currently doesn’t exist .  
    a. monitor a website            b. Share a website          c. Create a website                 d. Compare a website 

 

141. It is too difficult for anyone using a wheelchair to ------------------ the building .  

    a. accessing            b. access         c. accessible              d. accessibility 

 

142. Medicines that are not the normal , traditionally accepted treatments are known as ------------------------. 

    a. homoeopathy           b. acupuncture        c. complementary             d. conventional 

 

143. Because of traffic jam, it is ------------------- impossible for me to get home in less than an hour .  

    a. practical         b. practice      c. practitioner             d. practically 
 

144. You must not take any allergy medicine without consulting a ----------------------------.   

    a. physician         b. arithmetic       c. mathematician             d. philosopher 
 

.   changes in our lifestyle -----------------------century brought about  thThe 20. 145 

    a. revolutionarily         b. revolutionary       c. revolutionise             d. revolutionist 
 

146. You can increase your employment ---------------------- by having an international degree .  

    a. lifelong         b. prospects       c. academic             d. compulsory  



 

 

147. In addition to teaching -------------------------- for students , Rasha teaches children’s literature .   

    a. linguistics         b. linguistically       c. linguist             d. linguistic  

 

148. Wages were fixed at the time of recruitment and were not ----------------------- by anyone .  

    a. negotiator         b. negotiable       c. negotiation             d. negotiate 

 

149. Rayan had his computer -------------------------- as it had stopped working .  

    a. is repaired         b. repaired         c. was repaired           d. will repair 

 

150. Many wild animals become more aggressive when they ----------------------------- .  

    a. are captured          b. capturing         c. had been captured           d. has captured 

 

151. Ghina --------------------- her bedroom when her friends arrived to her house .                                        

    a. is cleaning             b. were cleaning           c. was cleaning                 d. will be cleaning 
 

152. Students in my country ------------------------- their classes online since last semester .                              

      a. are attended             b. has been attending           c. would attend                 d. have been attending 
 

153. There ------------------------ be so much pollution , but these days it is a global problem .                          

      a. didn’t use to              b. was used to           c. wasn’t used to                 d. don’t use to  
 

154. My grandfather retired a month ago. He isn’t ----------------------- nothing to do all day .                          

      a. use to have              b. used having           c. used to having                 d. used to have 
 

155. Ali is the person -------------------- is believed to be responsible for the design of the tower.                     

      A. whose               b. who           c. when                 d. where 
 

160 . Jawad worked hard for several years, and then  he bought a new car.                                     
    a. Before Jwad worked very hard for several years , he bought a new car .     

    b. Before Jwad had worked very hard for several years , he bought a new car .     

    c. Before Jwad worked very hard for several years , he had bought a new car .     

    d. Before Jwad bought a new car, he had worked very hard for several years.   

 

 

161 . “ I have been to Baghdad three times with my family.” 

          The sentence which have a similar meaning to the one above is :                                   
    a. Ban told Sameera that they have been to Baghdad three times with my family .     

    b. Ban told Sameera that I had been to Baghdad three times with your family .       

    c. Ban told Sameera that we have been to Baghdad three times with her family .     

    d. Ban told Sameera that she had been to Baghdad three times with her family .     

 

162 . It is normal for most doctors now to treat patients in their clinics .  

          The sentence which have a similar meaning to the one above is :                                   
    a. Most doctors used to treating patients in their clinics .   

    b. Most doctors are used to treating patients in their clinics .   

    c. Most doctors used to treat patients in their clinics .   

    d. Most doctors are used to treat patients in their clinics .     

 

.  in the world the nutrition systemDr Jamal revolutionised .  631 

          The sentence which emphasizes the underlined words is :                                   
    a. The thing that Dr Jamal revolutionised in the world was the nutrition system .  

    b. The person who revolutionised the nutrition system in the world was Dr Jamal . 

    c. It was Dr Jamal who revolutionised the nutrition system in the world . 

    d. The thing which  revolutionised Dr Jamal was the nutrition system in the world . 

 

164. My grandfather has -------------- in his fingers -------------- so he sometimes finds it difficult to write .    

      a. arthreties / ,               b. arthritis / ,           c. arthraties / :                 d. arthrites / .  



 

 

165. He seems to be capable of holding a number of apparently ------------------- attitudes .                             

     a. cuntradictory               b. cantradictory         c. contradictory              d. contradectory  
 

166. --------- relating to or happening in one particular country and not involving any other countries --------- 

    a. Demestic / !               b. Domestic / .           c. Domastic / ?            d. Domistic / .  
 

167 . Modern  / environment /  helps / recycled /  which /  the /  sustainability / . /  cities /  water of /  the / , /  use 

          The sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is : 

                                   

    a. Modern recycled cities help water which , use the sustainability of the environment .   

    b. Modern cities sustainability , use the recycled which helps of water the environment .   

    c. Modern cities,  help recycled water which use the sustainability of the environment .   

    d. Modern cities use recycled water , which helps the sustainability of the environment .    

 

168. Fresh meals --------------------------- to be good for concentration .  

           a. has been proved          b. have proved           c. have been proved            d. had proved                   2022  

 

169. I avoid drinks which are ---------------- prepared when having my main meals .  

     a. artifice                    b. artificially             c. artificer                 d. artificial  
 

170. Abeer teaches Maths . She is a brilliant ---------------- in my school .  

     a. mathematician       b. mathematical        c. mathematics         d. mathematically 
 

171. Several errors in this report need ---------------- as soon as possible .  

     a. corrected                b. correction              c. corrective              d. correctly 

 

172. The land became wonderfully ---------------- and produce more than enough food .  

     a. fertilise                   b. fertiliser                 c. fertilisation            d. fertile 

 

173. when you research information , make sure that you use only very --------------------- resources .  

     a. rely                 b. reliuability                 c. reliably            d. reliable 

 

174. ------------ is the business of housing, serving and maintaining files for one or more websites.  

     a. Web hosting    b. Privacy setting      c. Identity fraud      d. Computer chip  

 

175. Slow breathing allows for full ----------------- of the lungs .  

     a. expand                b. expansion                 c. expansive             d. expandable 

 

176. Amer was -------------- much more successful than his younger brother .  

     a. academician                b. academy                 c. academic            d. academically 

 

177. The new chairman appears to be trying to assure his --------------- with a set of changes .  

     a. dominance                b. dominantly                 c. dominant           d. dominate 

 

178. People  have been using smartphones since they -------------- in the early 2000s .  

     a. have invented               b. invented                 c. are invented            d. were invented 

 

179. During the previous decade, computer companies -------------- tablets in different shapes .   

     a. manufacture              b. manufactured                c. has manufactured           d. were manufactured 

 

180. Do you know what research ------------------- in medicine at the moment ? 

     a. is happened            b. were happening                c. is happening           d. happen  

 



 

 

181. When Maysoon was a student , she ---------------------- very hard in her summer vacations.  

     a. used to working             b. used to work                c. use to working           d. use to work 

 

182. This time next year , they ----------------------- for their graduation project .   

     a. will be preparing               b. have prepared                c. be prepared            d. have been preparing 

 

183. By 2023CE , they -------------------- the new electric motorway in my town .  

     a. will be opened          b. have been opened                 c. have opened            d. will have opened  

 

184. I wouldn’t have gone to my friend’s party if  he --------------- me .  

     a. hadn’t invited             b. had invited                 c. haven’t invited            d. have invited 

 

185. “ I chose different colours to paint my bedroom last week. “ 

       The correct reported speech form of the above sentence is -------------------- 

 a. Maha said that she had chosen different colours to paint my bedroom the week before .                 

 b. Maha said that she had chosen different colours to paint her bedroom the week before .                

 c. Maha said that I had chosen different colours to paint my bedroom the week after .    

 d. Maha said that she has chosen different colours to paint her bedroom this week .    

 

186. It is normal for my children now to share their staff with other students .  

       The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is -------------------- 

 a. My children used to share their staff with other students .               

 b. My children are used to share their staff with other students .      

 c. My children used to sharing their staff with other students .   

 d. My children are used to sharing their staff with other students .  

 

187. The aim of this report is to provide information concerning participation in the arts in London, England. 

       The above sentence in a report represents one of the following :   

     a. A recommendation         b. A conclusion             c. An introduction           d. A reporting information 

 

188. Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East.  

     This is largely ------------ the country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top priority .  

  a. because         b. although             c. therefore          d. because of 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

.  planting project-to our tree permissionThe government has given . 189 

    The colour-idiom that the underlined word can be replaced with is ----------------------- .  

     a. a white elephant                    b. red-handed             c. out of the blue                d. the green light 
 

190. ------------- is a state of unconsciousness caused by a certain injury .  

     a. dementia       b. cancer      c. coma         d. paediatric 
 

191. The walls of the palace are much decorated, mainly with shiny paintings  

         and the coloured columns  are ----------------------- arranged .  

     a. geometry                b. geometric              c. geometrical              d. geometric 

 

192. Kareem’s graduation project was about the need for more effective ------------------ mainly when   

        considering modern day problems like traffic .    

     a. urban planning                   b. biological waste                c. carbon footprint            d. negative effects 

 

193 The association was awarded for its wonderful work on a very ------------ occasion last week .  

     a. memorably                  b. memorise                 c. memorable            d. memory 

 

 



 

 

194. Rasha made the most ----------------- presentation about how to protect the rare kinds of plants.  

     a. successfully         b. succeed               c. successful           d. successfully  

 

195. Mr. Yousef retired a month ago. He isn’t ------------------ nothing all day .   

     a. used to having                b. use to have                 c. used to have             d. use to having 

 

196. My family and I --------------- go camping once a month, but we stopped doing that  

     when we moved to the city .  

     a. are used to                b. used to                 c. were used to            d. use to 

 

197. Maha and her friends ---------------- the old Roman theatre in Amman this time next week .  

     a. have been visiting          b. have been visited                c. will be visiting          d. were visiting 

 

198. By 2025, Amer ------------------ his medical courses in the hospital .  

     a. will have finished                b. will be finished                 c. have finished           d. have been finished 

 

199. Fatima AlFihri’s learning centre became Morocco’s top university -------------- many students       

        from all over the world come to study .  

     a. which             b. where               c. when          d. who 

 

200. The nature reserve uses recycled water, ------------ helps the sustainability of the environment.  

     a. when           b. where               c. who           d. which 

 

201. It is normal for my students now to participate in any spelling competition .  

       The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is -------------------- 

 a. my students are used to participate in any spelling competition .         

 b. my students used to participating in any spelling competition .     

 c. my students used to participate in any spelling competition .     

 d. my students are used to participating in any spelling competition .     
 

. in Amman in 2015 the building of the new hospitalMr Suleiman designed . 202 

       The sentence which emphasizes the underlined words as the one above is -------------------- 

 a. it was Mr Suleiman designed the building of the new hospital in Amman in 2015.     

 b. the year when Mr Suleiman designed the building of the new hospital in Amman was 2015.     

 c. it was the building of the new hospital in Amman which Mr Suleiman designed in 2015.     

 d. the city wher Mr Suleiman designed the building of the new hospital in was Amman in 2015.     

 

. of technology humand buzz Everywhere we go we will hear the constant . 203 

     The underlined words in the sentence above represent ------------------------.   

     a. onomatopoeia            b. personification            c. simile           d. metaphore 
 

204. The earlier you start in the morning --------- the more ------------ your revision will be .  

     a. . / benafical              b. , / beneficial                c. . / beneficial             d. , / beneficial 
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Level 3     Action Pack 12           Choose the correct answers :  
 

1. She ---------------------- tennis everyday. 

don't play -d   c. isn't play    doesn't play -b        a. aren’t play 
 

 

2. Every twelve months, the Earth ---------------------- around the sun. 

has circled -d                         circles -ccircled                         -circle                               b -a 
 

 

3. The train ------------------- tonight at 6.00 pm. 

 leaves -dwill be living               -c         will leave            -is going to leave            b -a  

 

4. He never ---------------------- his wallet.  

has forgotten -d                      forgets   -cforgot                           -forget                              b -a  

 

5. ------------------------- Salem visit Ali everyday ? 

 Does -dIs                                  -c                              Did  -bDo                                      -a 

 

6. We ------------------- always listen to music.  

 haven't -aren’t                          d -c                         doesn't -b                                 don't -a 

 

7. I ----------------------- the present continuous now. 

have studied -d                am studying -cstudying                       -study                                 b -a 

 

8. She ----------------------- with her friend until her father comes.  

will stay -stayed                         d -c                      is staying -bstay                                    -a 

 

9. You are always ---------------------------- your keys.  

 will lose -d                        losing -clost                                 -se                                    blo -a 
 

 

10. I ----------------------- my father tomorrow.  

 will be meeting -d                m meeting a -cmeet                               -will meet                          b -a 
 

 

11. They have --------------------- the law.  

broken -dbreaking                        -break                            c -broke                               b -a 
 

 

12. I ------------------------- my driving test , so I can borrow his car next week. 

will pass -have beem passing       d -passed                           c -b                     have passed -a 

 

13. She ----------------------- lunch today.  

will have -d                         has had -c                         has        -had                                   b -a 

 

14. We ----------------------- Sami this week.  

see -had seen                        d -c                      have seen -bsaw                                    -a 
 

 

15. She ---------------------- for two hours.  
has been talking -dwill talk                         -talked                                c -talked                           b dha -a 

 



 

 

16. The police ------------------------ people all week. 
have interviewed -will interview            d -c   have been interviewing -b          interviewed                -a 

 

17. I ------------------------ a movie yesterday. 

ve been seenha -see                               d -have seen                       c -b                                  saw  -a 
 

 

18. I always ----------------------- every morning when I was a student. 

was exercising -exercising                    d -c                      exercised  -bexercise                             -a 

 

19. I --------------------- French when I was a child.  

studied -dhave studied                 -study                              c -was studying                   b -a 

 

20. I --------------------------- TV when she called 

have watched -e watching            dwer -watched                         c -b                  was watching -a 

 

21. While she ----------------------------- a letter the phone rang. 

was writing -dhad written                    -has written             c -wrote                          b -a 

 

22. I ------------------------- TV yesterday in the evening.  

have watched -were watching              d -watched                  c -b             was watching -a 

 

23. By the time Alex ---------------------- his studies, he had been in London for over eight years.  

finished -dwas finishing                -has finished            c -b      finishing                -a 
 

 

24. By 1860, two men --------------------------- climbing two mountains.  

finished -d                had finished  -chas finished             -will have finished       b -a 

 

25. By the time the bus arrived, we ----------------------------- for an hour.  

waited -will have waited           d -c    had been waiting -bhad waited                   -a 
 

 

26. After Ali ------------------------ at home for 10 hours, he went to his uncle's house. 

had been -dwas                               -has been                  c -b          had been being  -a 

 

27. The year 2029 -------------------------- a very interesting year. 

will be -dbeen                      had  -has been                  c -will                              b -a 

 

28. A: the phone is ringing.      B: I ---------------------- answer it .  

answered -answer                         d -will be                     c -b                              will  -a 
 

29. She ------------------- probably come back tomorrow.  

will -dhas                                -will be                     c -is                                  b -a 
 

 

30. I think Brazil ------------------------  the World Cup.  

will win -dis going to win              -c               won           -have won                    b -a 
 

 

31. He ---------------------------- his vacation in Aqaba. 

spending -had spent                     d -c    is going to spend -bwill spend                    -a 
 



 

 

32. The clouds are dark. It -------------------------- any minute.  

rain -d            is going to rain -crained                       -rains                            b -a 
 

 

33. Salma ----------------------------- a new baby.  

is going to had -d          is going to have -c      will have              -will                              b -a 
 

 

34. She said that she ------------------------ to the National gallery the week before.  

gone -d                    had gone  -cwill go                        -went                            b -a 
 

 

35. He said he ---------------------- a teacher. 

was -dwill be                           -had been                  c -is                                  b -a 
 

 

36. Am introductory grammar of Jordanian sign language --------------------------- in 2004. 

publishing -had been published   d -c         was published -bpublished                      -a 
 

 

37. At the moment , a lot of research into the language ---------------------------. 

were done -d           had been done -c           is being done -bwas done                       -a 
 

 

38. The television --------------------------- by John loggie Baird.  

will be invented -is invented                  d -c           was invented -binvented                        -a 
 

 

39. A place where no cars ------------------------- is a car free zone.  

was allowed -allowed                        d -is allowed                c -b                  are allowed -a 
 

 

40. A new vocational school -------------------------- recently in my area.  

is built -d            has been built  -cwas built                   -built                             b -a 

 

41. Different goods among the countries can be ------------------------ by traders.  

transports -d                   transported -ctransport           -transporting             b -a 
 

 

42. If you boil water, it --------------------------- .  

evaporates -dwould evaporate            -evaporate          c -will evaportae          b -a 
 

 

43. If Sami studies hard, he ------------------------- all his exams.  

would pass -d                       will pass  -cpasses                  -pass                           b -a 
 

 
44. If I ------------------------- you, I would send a text message .  

had -am                                 d -c                   were -bwas                             -a 
 

 

45. I had my computer --------------------------.  

fixed -dfixing                             -fixes                    c -fix                              b -a 

 

46. I intend ---------------------- English language.  

learning -d                       to learn  -cns                 lear -learn                          b -a 
 



 

 

47. I want --------------------- a tablet.  

get -will get                        d -getting                c -b                         to get  -a 
 

 

48. I can't afford ------------------------ a computer at the moment.  

going to buy -must buy                    d -buying                 c -b                        to buy -a 
 

 

49. If Ali --------------- his own computer, he wouldn't need to use his friend's computer.  

had -d                      had had -chave                      -b           has                   -a 

 

50. Many Jordanian poems ------------------------ into English now.  

have been translated -d  are being translated -care translating     -translates                  b -a 

 

51. Are you planning --------------------- shopping tomorrow ? 

goes -will go                        d -going                    c -b                           to go -a 
 

 

52. I ----------------------------- understand English, but now I do .                                                        

am not used to -d              didn't use to -cam used to            -used to                       b -a 
 

 

53 . My grandparents didn't ------------------------------emails when they were my age.    

use to sending -used to send              d -c          use to send -b       used to send         -a 
 

 

54. We always go to the market across the street, so we ------------------- fresh vegetables.   

use to -d          used to              -are use to             c -b                 are used to -a 
 

 

 

55. Will it still ----------------------- this evening ? 

be raining -dhave rained                -raining                 c -rain                             b -a 
 
 

 

56. Don't phone me at seven. I ----------------------- dinner with my family.  

will have had -am going to have      d -c     will be having  -bwill have                      -a 
 

 

 

57. This time next month, my parents ---------------------- for twenty years. 
marry -oing to marry      dare g -c   will have married -bwill marry                      -a 

 
 

 

58. You can borrow this book tomorrow. I ------------------------ it by then .   
am going to finish -will finish                     d -will be finishing       c -b         will have finished -a 

 

 

59. Perhaps Issa's phone is broken.   Issa's phone might -------------------------.           

be broken -dbreak                         -be broke                c -broke                          b -a 
 

 

 
60. ----------------- the "Internet of Things" will make our life easier, it will make many problems to privacy. 

In addition -d                    Although  -cHowever                        -Therefore                     b -a 
 

 

61. On the one hand, life would be easier. ---------------------------, we will have less privacy and security. 
On the other hand -dAlthough                      -However                       c -Therefore                     b -a 

 

 

62. Lights will go on and off automatically. ----------------------------------, we will save energy. 
On the other hand -Although                     d -However                       c -b                    Therefore  -a 



 

 

63. Many instruments that are still today in --------------------------- were designed by Arab scholars. 

operationally -d                operations  -coperate                     -operational               b -a 
 

 

64 . When do you --------------------------- to receive your test results? 

expects -expectancy                d -expectedly               c -b                       expect  -a 
 

65. - -----------------------------------, a man proposes to a woman, not the other way round. 

Tradition -d           Ttraditionally -cTraditions                -Ttraditional              b -a 

 

66. Petra is an important ------------------------------ site.  

influential -operational               d -c         archaeological -beducational                -a 

 

67. The synonym of the word "apparatus" is --------------------------.  

paediatric -d                 equipment -cartificial                    -appendage                b -a 

 

68. The colour idiom " see red" means -----------------------------.  

become angry -dunexpectedly             -permission               c -become sad               b -a 

 

69. The colour idiom " out of the blue" means -----------------------------. 

become angry -d            unexpectedly  -cpermission                -b        become sad        -a 

 

70. The colour idiom " a white elephant" means -----------------------------. 

ess possessiona usel -dunexpectedly              -permission               c -sadness                      b -a 
 

 

71. I told you about the man ----------------------- lives next door. 

whose -where                         d -which                       c -b                          who   -a 
 

72. Do you see the tiger ----------------------- is lying on the roof ? 

whose -where                         d -c                       which -bwho                             -a 

 

73. The city --------------------- we met Ali is very beautiful.  

whose -d                        re whe -cwhich                        -who                            b -a 

 

74. I live in the city --------------------- is surrounded by many mountains .  

whose -where                         d -c                       which -bwho                             -a 
 

 

75. I know the minister --------------------- brother is my friend .  

whose -dwhere                          -which                       c -who                            b -a 

 

76. The opposite of the word "natural" is ----------------------------------- 
paediatric -d                    artificial  -cappendage                     -b   apparatus                   -a 

 

77. The synonym for the word " appendage" is ------------------------ 
paediatric -d   artificial                   -c                             limb   -bapparatus                      -a 

 

78. The suffix "proof" means : -------------------------------- 
provide protection against -dprovide protection in        -provide protection on           c -provide protection with       b -a 

 

 

 



 

 

79. The opposite of the phrase "bounse back" is -----------------------------.  
sit back -d                    set back  -cdown back                      -take back                      b -a 

 

80. Have you heard the good news ? We've got the ------------------------to go ahead with our project ! 

out of the blue -d              green light   -chanded               -red -white elephant          b -a 
 

 

 

81. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught ------------------------ . 

out of the blue -ht                dgreen lig -c               handed-red -bwhite elephant           -a 

 

82. I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely ----------------------------. 

out of the blue -dgreen light                 -handed               c-red -white elephant          b -a 
 

 

83. Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is a ---------------------------. 

out of the blue -green light                d -handed               c-red -b         white elephant  -a 

 

84. The correct collocation is  " catch --------------------------."  

a course -time                           d -c                   attention -bea                       an id -a 

 

85. The correct collocation is  " get --------------------------."  

a course -d            time                -an interest                c -b                       an idea -a 
 

86. The correct collocation is  " take --------------------------."  

a course -dtime                            -c               an interest  -ban idea                        -a 

 

87. The correct collocation is  " spend --------------------------."  

a course -d                           time -can interest                 -an idea                       b -a 

 

88. The correct collocation is  " attend --------------------------."  

a course -dtime                            -c      an interest           -an idea                       b -a 

 

89. To give your ideas to another person or a group " is to -------------------------------.  

a- compare ideas           b- create ideas              c- research ideas          d- share ideas 

 

90. To construct a website that doesn't exist  " is to -------------------------------.  
share a website -research a website      d -c           create a website -bcompare a website        -a 

 

                                                                                   .to our destination smoothly will take usNew means of transportation . 91      

              The underlined words in the sentence above represent one of the following rhetorical devices ……………. 

      d. personification                         metaphorc.                   onomatopoeiab.                   similea.       

 

92. Last night, many students ------------------- in the English club .                                                          2018  
)              ctedare ele  -  were elected  -was elected  (       

 

 

93. I am afraid that my laptop ------------------- by somebody else yesterday.                                                2019 

                                                                                          )                  will use  -are used           -      was used(      
 

 

94. Three of my articles ---------- last month in the local newspaper.                                                                       2019  
)    were published –will be published  –have been published  –have published (      

 

 

95. Many galloons of fresh milk -------------- everyday.                                                                              2019 

)  are drinking –drank   -is drinking     - are drunk(      



 

 

96.When I was young, I ----------- on foot to my school .                                                                                                    2018 
    

   ) am used to going     –      use to go      –      used to go     –   are used to going (       
 

 

97. My friend has lived in Egypt for a year. She says she ---------------------- living there now.                2019 
     

                                                              ) am not used to    -didn’t use to        -         used to       -                  is used to(     
                                          

 

98. Rashid ------------------- swimming every morning , but now he doesn't.                                                              2019 

)  am used to going    –      use to go      –       used to go     –   are used to going (      
 

 

99. Ali ----------------------- the duck in the park with his father when he was young.                                   2019 

                                      )   are used to feeding  -    ing am used to feed     -   used to feed       -  is used to feeding  (       

 

100. The children ----------------------- in the yard for two hours.                                                                  2018 
     

)        had been playing  - is playing  -has been playing   (      
 

 

101. My uncle ------------- working at the company for five years when he got a promotion.                     2019      

)  will be – had been –have been  –is (       

 

102. ------------------- are controls available on social networking sites which let you decide who can see what information.     2021 
Security settingsd.                         Email exchangec.                 Identity fraudb.                 a. Privacy settings        

 

 

103. In 1965, the average Jordanian’s -------------------- was age 50.                                                                                            2021 
e expectancyd. lif             work force                   c.             infant mortalityb.            healthcare                a.       

 

 

104. My grandfather has to take a lot of medicine – he takes six different ------------------- everyday.                                        2021 
prostheticd.                      allergies               c.                                b. pills                   arthritis              a.       

 

 

105. We are carbon ------------------- if we replace as much carbon as we burn.                                                                           2021 
d. neutral                    power                    c.            footprint             b.                 waste                    a.       

 

 

 2021     courses that suit different individual needs.                                                   ---------------------Some universities offer . 106 
made                          b. prospects                       c. increasingly                              d. fluently-a. tailor      

 

 

107. ------------------- means a program whether a certain content on a web page should be displayed to the viewer.               2021 
Blogd.                          Calculation      c.                Whiteboard    b.                                  a. Filter         

 

 

108. My grandfather was very ill in the hospital. He suffered from a variety of --------------------------.                                     2021 
commitmentsd.                          options              c.                        b. ailments                      limbs                a.       

 

 

109. He wasn’t accepted in the company because he wasn’t ------------------- enough for the job.                                             2021 
d. qualified      distant                                 c.    dehydrated                  b.                     global               a.       

 

110. When experts talk about economic ---------------------, they mean the standards of living .                                                 2021 
windmillsd.                                      c. growth                polymath         b.                   footprint            a.       

 

 

111. You can increase your employment ------------------ by graduating with an international degree .                                     2021 
mineralsd.              memories                      c.                      b. prospects             fertilisers                 a.       

 

 

. of technology humand buzz Everywhere we go we will hear the constant . 112 

     The underlined words in the sentence above represent ------------------------.   

metaphord.           simile c.           ersonification  pb.             a. onomatopoeia      
 

113. The earlier you start in the morning --------- the more ------------ your revision will be .  

ficiali, / bend.            . / beneficial  c.                 b. , / beneficial           . / benafical   a.       

 



 

 

114. --------------------- are extremely large investment projects.                                                                                                  2021 
c. Migaprojects                        d. Megeprojects              b. Megaprojects  a. Magaprojects                        

 

115. The study of the chemical structure of the stars and the forces that --------------- them is -------------------.                         2021 
physicsuphysics             d. influnce / Astrance / Astrac. influ            luence / Astrophysicsb. inf       physics     ence / Astreua. infl      

 
116. ----------------- and the global market has always interested me.                                                                                           2021 

c. Ecunomics                        d. Econumics            b. Economics   a. Economecs                        
 

117. However , language ------------- is becoming increasingly important for anyone who starts to travel or work abroad.       2021 
d. Proficiencya. Profecency                  b. Proficeincy              c. Proficiancy                             

 
118. If users share information on ------------------- media with their friends , it might be accessed with other people.             2021 

soceild.                                sociailc.               sociel           b.                         a. social         
 

119. Before doctors prescribe drugs to patients , they look at the main --------------------- of ailments.                                      2021 
d. symptoms                         samptomsc.                  semptomsb.                     simptomsa.       

 

120.  According to Kate’s schedule, she ----------- her business partner next Tuesday.   

2019                                                                                  )is going to meet  –as going to meet w –will be met  –( would be met     

 
2019                      is planned)             –would plan  –was being planned  – plans(  a trip to Europe every year .  ----------My family . 121 

 

 

 

 

 

 

122. Ibrahim -------------- his new dental clinic --------------- last week .                                                                   2021 

was / furnishedd.                     is / furnished   c.           had / furnishedb.        has / furnished     a.      

 

123. Rasha ------------------ her friend’s dictionary if she had her own dictionary.                                                     2021 

will not borrowd.                       wouldn’t borrow c.           will borrowb.        borrowed     a.      

 

124. The kids ---------------- football in the park before it started to rain.                                                                   2021 

had playedd.                 play       c.           are playingb.        have played     a.      

 

125. Where did Maha ------------------------- to school ?                                                                                              2021 

                       use to goingd.                       use to go c.           use goingb.        used to go     a.      

 

126. My sister  was very busy yesterday as she -------------------------- for a special occasion.                                  2021 
 

is preparingd.            s been prepared            hac.           preparesb.          had been preparing  a.      

 
 

127. This time tomorrow, we -------------------- because we will have finished our exams.                                       2021 

had been celebratingd.   will have celebrated          c.           will be celebratingb.    would have celebrated     a.      

 

128. I ---------------------- my car. That’s why my hands are dirty.                                                                             2021 

had been cleanedd.            am cleaned            c.           een cleaninghave bb.        have been cleaned     a.      

 
129. I had difficulty in driving cars in the past, but now I can drive well.                                                                 2021 

.I used to drive cars well in the pastb.          s well now.  I am used to driving cara.      

    c. I am used to drive cars well now.              d. I used to driving cars well in the past. 

 

 

130. This time next year, Ahmad --------------------- his final presentation in the university before graduation.        2021 

is discussedd.                      will be discussing  c.           has discussedb.        discuss     a.      

 

 

131. Some medicine --------------- for my grandfather to treat migraine monthly.                                                     2021 

is prescribedd.            are prescribed            c.           will prescribeb.        prescribes     a.      

 

 

132. The person --------------------- my brother bought a new mobile from was his friend.                                       2021 

whod.            whose           c.          whenb.        where     a.      

 

 



 

 

133. Ibrahim -------------- his new dental clinic --------------- last week .                                                                    2021 

was / furnishedd.            is / furnished            c.           had / furnishedb.        has / furnished     . a     

 

134. My parents have saved enough money to buy a new car.                                                                       2021 
. Enough money has been saved to buy a new car -A     

    B- Enough money hasn’t been saved to buy a new car. 

    C- Enough money had been saved to buy a new car. 

    D- Enough money hadn’t been saved to buy a new car.   
 

135. I visit my grandparents this morning.                                                                                                   2021 
    A- Huda said that she visited my grandparents this morning. 

    B- Huda said that she had visited her grandparents this morning. 

    C- Huda said that she visited my grandparents that morning.  

.Huda said that she visited her grandparents that morning -D     
 

136. It is normal for most of Jordanian people to cook Mansaf in the wedding party.                                  2021 
      Most of Jordanian people ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    A- used to cooking Mansaf in the wedding party.  

.used to cooking Mansaf in the wedding party are -B     

    C- are used to cook Mansaf in the wedding party. 

    D- are use to cooking Mansaf in the wedding party.   
 

2021                                                                   . in the world musical theoryAli ibn Nafi’ revolutionized the . 137 
      The sentence which emphasizes the underlined words is ------------------------------ 

. The thing that Ali ibn Nafi’ revolutionized in the word was the musical theory -A     

    B- The person who Ali ibn Nafi’ revolutionized in the word is Ali ibn Nafi’. 

    C- It was Ali ibn Nafi’ who revolutionized the musical theory in the word.  

    D- The thing which revolutionized Ali ibn Nafi’ was the musical theory in the word.  
 

138. “ We are visiting the museum today.”                                                                                                      2021 
      The correct reported speech of the sentence above is : 

    A- Marwan said that they are visiting the museum that day.  

    B- Marwan said that we were visiting the museum this day. 

.Marwan said that they were visiting the museum that day -C     

    D- Marwan said that we are visiting the museum today. 
 

139. “ I’d already been living in London for five years.”                                                                                   2021 
      The correct reported speech of the sentence above is : 

    A- My friend said that he has already been living in London for five years. 

 .My friend said that he had already been living in London for five years -B     

    C- My friend said that he had already lived in London for five years.  

    D- My friend said that he had already been lived in London for five years.                                                            
 

140. --------------------- is to construct a website that currently doesn’t exist .  
Compare a websited.                Create a website  c.           Share a websiteb.             monitor a websitea.      

 

141. It is too difficult for anyone using a wheelchair to ------------------ the building .  

accessibilityd.      accessible         c.          accessb.        accessing     a.      

 

142. Medicines that are not the normal , traditionally accepted treatments are known as ------------------------. 

conventionald.          complementary    c.         acupunctureb.            homoeopathya.      

 

143. Because of traffic jam, it is ------------------- impossible for me to get home in less than an hour .  

practicallyd.              practitionerc.       practiceb.          practicala.      
 

144. You must not take any allergy medicine without consulting a ----------------------------.   

philosopherd.              mathematicianc.       arithmetic b.         n physiciaa.      
 

.   changes in our lifestyle -----------------------century brought about  thThe 20. 145 

tionistrevolud.              revolutionisec.       revolutionary b.          revolutionarilya.      
 



 

 

146. You can increase your employment ---------------------- by having an international degree .  

 compulsoryd.              academicc.       prospects b.          lifelonga.      

 

147. In addition to teaching -------------------------- for students , Rasha teaches children’s literature .   

 linguisticd.              linguistc.       linguistically b.         linguistics a.      

 

148. Wages were fixed at the time of recruitment and were not ----------------------- by anyone .  

negotiated.              negotiationc.       negotiable b.          negotiatora.      

 

149. Rayan had his computer -------------------------- as it had stopped working .  

will repaird.            was repairedc.        repaired  b.          is repaireda.      

 

150. Many wild animals become more aggressive when they ----------------------------- .  

has capturedd.            had been capturedc.       capturing   b.         are captured  a.      

 

151. Ghina --------------------- her bedroom when her friends arrived to her house .                                        

d. will be cleaning                c. was cleaning     is cleaning             b. were cleaning       a.      
 

152. Students in my country ------------------------- their classes online since last semester .                              

d. have been attending  would attend               c.     are attended             b. has been attending       a.        
 

153. There ------------------------ be so much pollution , but these days it is a global problem .                          

 don’t use tod.   wasn’t used to               c.     b. was used to                    a. didn’t use to        
 

154. My grandfather retired a month ago. He isn’t ----------------------- nothing to do all day .                          

used to haved.              c. used to having        e to have              b. used having       usa.        
 

155. Ali is the person -------------------- is believed to be responsible for the design of the tower.                     

whered.   when               c.           o b. whwhose               A.        
 

160 . Jawad worked hard for several years, and then  he bought a new car.                                     
    a. Before Jwad worked very hard for several years , he bought a new car .     

    b. Before Jwad had worked very hard for several years , he bought a new car .     

    c. Before Jwad worked very hard for several years , he had bought a new car .     

.  d. Before Jwad bought a new car, he had worked very hard for several years     

 

 

161 . “ I have been to Baghdad three times with my family.” 

          The sentence which have a similar meaning to the one above is :                                   
    a. Ban told Sameera that they have been to Baghdad three times with my family .     

    b. Ban told Sameera that I had been to Baghdad three times with your family .       

    c. Ban told Sameera that we have been to Baghdad three times with her family .     

.     d. Ban told Sameera that she had been to Baghdad three times with her family     

 

162 . It is normal for most doctors now to treat patients in their clinics .  

          The sentence which have a similar meaning to the one above is :                                   
    a. Most doctors used to treating patients in their clinics .   

.   ctors are used to treating patients in their clinicsb. Most do     

    c. Most doctors used to treat patients in their clinics .   

    d. Most doctors are used to treat patients in their clinics .     

 

.  in the world the nutrition systemDr Jamal revolutionised .  163 

          The sentence which emphasizes the underlined words is :                                   
.  a. The thing that Dr Jamal revolutionised in the world was the nutrition system     

    b. The person who revolutionised the nutrition system in the world was Dr Jamal . 

    c. It was Dr Jamal who revolutionised the nutrition system in the world . 

    d. The thing which  revolutionised Dr Jamal was the nutrition system in the world . 



 

 

 

164. My grandfather has -------------- in his fingers -------------- so he sometimes finds it difficult to write .    

/ .  arthritesd.   arthraties / :               c.           b. arthritis / , arthreties / ,               a.        

 

165. He seems to be capable of holding a number of apparently ------------------- attitudes .                             

 contradectoryd.   contradictory            c.        b. cantradictory  cuntradictory               a.       
 

166. --------- relating to or happening in one particular country and not involving any other countries --------- 

/ .  Domisticd.   Domastic / ?          c.            b. Domestic / .Demestic / !               a.      
 

167 . Modern  / environment /  helps / recycled /  which /  the /  sustainability / . /  cities /  water of /  the / , /  use 

          The sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is : 

                                   

    a. Modern recycled cities help water which , use the sustainability of the environment .   

    b. Modern cities sustainability , use the recycled which helps of water the environment .   

    c. Modern cities,  help recycled water which use the sustainability of the environment .   

 .   Modern cities use recycled water , which helps the sustainability of the environment d.     

 

168. Fresh meals --------------------------- to be good for concentration .  

                   d. had proved            c. have been proveda. has been proved          b. have proved                       

 

169. I avoid drinks which are ---------------- prepared when having my main meals .  

 c. artificer                 d. artificial          b. artificially   a. artifice                          
 

170. Abeer teaches Maths . She is a brilliant ---------------- in my school .  

matics         d. mathematicallyb. mathematical        c. mathe       a. mathematician      
 

171. Several errors in this report need ---------------- as soon as possible .  

c. corrective              d. correctly             b. correction a. corrected                      

 

172. The land became wonderfully ---------------- and produce more than enough food .  

d. fertilea. fertilise                   b. fertiliser                 c. fertilisation                  

 

173. When you research information , make sure that you use only very --------------------- resources .  

d. reliablea. rely                 b. reliuability                 c. reliably                  

 

174. ------------ is the business of housing, serving and maintaining files for one or more websites.  

 ity fraud      d. Computer chipb. Privacy setting      c. Ident    a. Web hosting      

 

175. Slow breathing allows for full ----------------- of the lungs .  

c. expansive             d. expandable               b. expansion  a. expand                      

 

176. Amer was -------------- much more successful than his younger brother .  

d. academicallya. academician                b. academy                 c. academic                  

 

177. The new chairman appears to be trying to assure his --------------- with a set of changes .  

b. dominantly                 c. dominant           d. dominate               a. dominance       

 

178. People  have been using smartphones since they -------------- in the early 2000s .  

nventedd. were ia. have invented               b. invented                 c. are invented                  

 

179. During the previous decade, computer companies -------------- tablets in different shapes .   

c. has manufactured           d. were manufactured                b. manufactureda. manufacture                    



 

 

 

180. Do you know what research ------------------- in medicine at the moment ? 

 d. happen           c. is happeninga. is happened            b. were happening                      

 

181. When Maysoon was a student , she ---------------------- very hard in her summer vacations.  

c. use to working           d. use to work            b. used to work    ed to working             a. us      

 

182. This time next year , they ----------------------- for their graduation project .   

c. be prepared            d. have been preparing      b. have prepared                        a. will be preparing       

 

183. By 2025CE , they -------------------- the new electric motorway in my town .  

 d. will have openeda. will be opened          b. have been opened                 c. have opened                  

 

184. I wouldn’t have gone to my friend’s party if  he --------------- me .  

b. had invited                 c. haven’t invited            d. have invited            a. hadn’t invited       

 

185. “ I chose different colours to paint my bedroom last week. “ 

       The correct reported speech form of the above sentence is -------------------- 

 a. Maha said that she had chosen different colours to paint my bedroom the week before .                 

.                edroom the week beforeb. Maha said that she had chosen different colours to paint her b  

 c. Maha said that I had chosen different colours to paint my bedroom the week after .    

 d. Maha said that she has chosen different colours to paint her bedroom this week .    

 

186. It is normal for my children now to share their staff with other students .  

       The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is -------------------- 

 a. My children used to share their staff with other students .               

 b. My children are used to share their staff with other students .      

 c. My children used to sharing their staff with other students .   

.  d. My children are used to sharing their staff with other students  

 

187. The aim of this report is to provide information concerning participation in the arts in London, England. 

       The above sentence in a report represents one of the following :   

d. A reporting information       c. An introduction    a. A recommendation         b. A conclusion                   

 

188. Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East.  

     This is largely ------------ the country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top priority .  

d. because ofa. because         b. although             c. therefore             
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

.  planting project-to our tree permissioniven The government has g. 189 

    The colour-idiom that the underlined word can be replaced with is ----------------------- .  

green lightthe d.                 out of the bluec.              handed-redb.                     a white elephanta.       
 

190. ------------- is a state of unconsciousness caused by a certain injury .  

paediatricd.          comac.       cancerb.        dementiaa.       
 

191. The walls of the palace are much decorated, mainly with shiny paintings  

         and the coloured columns  are ----------------------- arranged .  

allygeometricd.               geometricalc.               geometricb.                 geometrya.       

 

192. Kareem’s graduation project was about the need for more effective ------------------ mainly when   

        considering modern day problems like traffic .    

negative effectsd.             carbon footprintc.                 biological wasteb.                    urban planninga.       

 



 

 

193 The association was awarded for its wonderful work on a very ------------ occasion last week .  

memoryd.             memorablec.                 memorise b.                  memorably a.       

 

194. Rasha made the most ----------------- presentation about how to protect the rare kinds of plants.  

 successfullyd.           successful c.                succeedb.     lly     successfua.       

 

195. Mr. Yousef retired a month ago. He isn’t ------------------ nothing all day .   

use to havingd.              used to havec.                  use to haveb.                used to having a.       

 

196. My family and I --------------- go camping once a month, but we stopped doing that  

     when we moved to the city .  

use tod.             were used toc.                  used tob.                 are used toa.       

 

197. Maha and her friends ---------------- the old Roman theatre in Amman this time next week .  

were visitingd.           will be visitingc.                 have been visitedb.    have been visiting       a.       

 

198. By 2025, Amer ------------------ his medical courses in the hospital .  

have been finishedd.            have finishedc.                  will be finishedb.                will have finished a.       

 

199. Fatima AlFihri’s learning centre became Morocco’s top university -------------- many students       

        from all over the world come to study .  

whod.           whenc.                whereb.              whicha.       

 

200. The nature reserve uses recycled water, ------------ helps the sustainability of the environment.  

whichd.            whoc.                where b.           whena.       

 

201. It is normal for my students now to participate in any spelling competition .  

       The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is -------------------- 

 a. my students are used to participate in any spelling competition .         

 b. my students used to participating in any spelling competition .     

 c. my students used to participate in any spelling competition .     

    . students are used to participating in any spelling competitiony md.   
 

. in Amman in 2015 the building of the new hospitalMr Suleiman designed . 202 

       The sentence which emphasizes the underlined words as the one above is -------------------- 

 a. it was Mr Suleiman designed the building of the new hospital in Amman in 2015.     

 b. the year when Mr Suleiman designed the building of the new hospital in Amman was 2015.     

   . Mr Suleiman designed in 2015which the building of the new hospital in Amman it was c.   

 d. the city wher Mr Suleiman designed the building of the new hospital in was Amman in 2015.     
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